For every separable metrizable space X with trind X T I there exists a countable ordinal number X ! trind X such that for every countable ordinal number ! X there exists a compactification c X of the space X with trind c X ( X trind X, if trsnd X T I).
One of the results of this paper is Theorem 1. For every space X with trind X T I there exists a countable ordinal number X ! trind X such that for every countable ordinal number ! X there exists a compactification c X of the space X with trind c X . Moreover, if trsnd X T I, then X trind X ( trsnd is the transfinite extension of the dimension function snd).
Note that for every space X with trind X T I we have trind X`3 1 [AP] .
The case of the locally compact noncompact spaces
Let X Y Y be topological spaces. The notation X 9 Y will mean that the spaces X and Y are homeomorphic and the notation X D3 Y will mean that the space X is homeomorphic to a subset of the space Y . Let X & Y . The notation X Y will mean the closure of the space X in the space Y .
We shall need the following Theorem 2 which is a corollary from a fact established by Aarts and van Emde Boas [AE] . For the sake of completeness, let us outline its proof.
Let X be a locally compact noncompact space and bX X fpg be the one-point compactification of the space X , where p is the compactification point.
It is evident that there exists a continuous function f X bX À3 I 0Y 1 such that f À1 f0g p. Put
Note that X 9 X f and bX 9 bX f . Let pr I X bX Â I À3 I be the projection of the compact space bX Â I onto the closed interval I. It is easy to see that there exists a sequence fc n g I n1 of points from X f with lim n3I c n fpg Â f0g such that x n1`xn for any n P N and lim n3I x n 0, where x n pr I c n .
Let A be a nondegenerated AR-compactum and S fu n g I n1 be a countable everywhere dense subset of A. Define the mapping h X fx n g I n1 À3A as follows: hx n u n for any n P N. Let g X 0Y 1 À3 A be a continuous extension of the mapping h. Put
We have proved Theorem 2. Let X be a locally compact noncompact space and A be a nonon compactifications of infinite-dimensional spacesdegenerated AR-compactum. Then there exists a compactification cX of the space X such that cX n X 9 A.
We will say here that a dimension function F is monotone , if for every space X and any its closed subset Y we have FY FX .
We will say that a dimension function F is 3 1 -bounded, if for any space X we have FX`3 1 or FX I.
Let X be a compact space and Y be a closed subset in X with FY T IFY , where F is a dimension function. Moreover, let for every closed subset Q & X such that Q Y Y, we have FQ T I (FQ and ! ). If FX T I FX , then we will say that the dimension function F has the (strong ) Dowker property. Corollary 1. Let F be a monotone 3 1 -bounded dimension function which has the Dowker property. Moreover, let supfFP X `3 1 g 3 1 , where P Y `3 1 , are AR-compacta. Then for every locally compact noncompact space X such that FQ T I for any compactum Q & X we have supfFcX X cX is a compactification of space X with FcX T Ig 3 1 .
Recall [KM] that any ordinal number can be uniquely represented as 3 1 Á n 1 XXX 3 k Á n k , where n i P N and 1 b XXX b k ! 0 are ordinal numbers. Note that for every ordinal number ! 3 1 1 , we have .
Corollary 2. Let F be a monotone dimension function which has the strong Dowker property. Moreover, let for every countable ordinal number there exists an AR-compactum A with FA . Then for every locally compact noncompact space X such that FQ for every compactum Q & X, and for any ordinal number X `3 1 we have F KX Y A . In particular, if 3 1 Á n 1 XXX 3 k Á n k , where n i P N and 1 b XXX b k ! 0 are ordinal numbers, then for every countable ordinal number ! 3 1 1 , we have F KX Y A .
Recall [E] the definitions of dimension functions trind, trInd, D, trdim which are different transfinite extensions of the finite dimension dim in the class of separable metrizable spaces.
Let X be a space.
(ii) trind X , where is an ordinal number, if for every point x P X and each neighborhood V of the point x there exists an open set U & X such that x P U & V and trind pr U`; (iii) trind X if trind X and the inequality trind X holds for no `; (iv) trind X I if trind X holds for no ordinal number .
The definition of trsnd one can get through the substitution of the point x in (ii) from the definition above with a closed subset of the space X .
Observe that for each ordinal number there exist a uniquely determined limit number ! ! 0 and an integer n ! 0 such that ! n.
We let hY = -1, and for every non-empty space X we define hX as the smallest ordinal number such that there exists a closed cover fA g ! of the space X satisfying the following conditions:
(D1) The union fA X !g is closed for every !; (D2) For every x P X the set f ! X x P A g has a largest element; (D3) dim A `I for every `!, and dim A ! n; if no such ordinal number exists, we let hX I. It is clear that hZ hY , if Z Y . Let L be an arbitrarary set. By pin L we shall denote the collection of all finite, non-empty subsets of 
We let trdim Y À1, and for every non-empty space X we define trdim X yrd M LX .
Note that the dimension functions trind, trInd, D, trdim are monotone, 3 1 -bounded and they have the strong Dowker property (for the dimensions trindY trsnd about the strong Dowker property see for example [B1] , for D [ He1] , for trdim^ [Ha] ).
In [He2] Henderson have constructed AR-compacta H , `3 1 , and have proved that trsnd H ,`3 1 . Observe that FH Y `3 1 , for F h ( see [Ch] ), trdim (see [B1] ). Moreover, from Levshenko's inequality [Le] trsnd X 3 Á trind X , which is true for any compact space X , we have supftrind H X `3 1 g 3 1 . Recall the construction of Henderson's AR-compacta H Y `3 1 [He2] . Let H 1 I 0Y 1Y p 1 f0g P I. Assume that for every ` the compacta H and the points p P H have already been defined. If 1, then we set H 1 H Â I and p p Y 0. If is a limit ordinal number, then K is the union of the H and a half-open arc A such that A H fp g = f endpoint of the arc A gY `. Let us define H as the one-point compactification of the free sum v ` K and let p be the compactification point. Recall also [T] that trind X Â I trind X 1, for any space X . Now it is easy to note that one can choose from the collection fH X `3 1 g a new collection fP X `3 1 g such that for every ordinal number `3 1 we have trind P .
Remark 1. The dimension functions trindY trsndY hY trdim satisfy the conditions of Corollary 1, 2.
The general case
Theorem 3. Let X be a noncompact space and c 1 X be a compactification of the space X. Then for every nondegenerate AR-compact space A and any point p P c 1 X n X there exists a compactification cX of the space X such that cX 2E c 1 X n fpg and cX n X 2E A.
Corollary 3. Let F be a monotone 3 1 -bounded dimension function which has the Dowker property. Moreover, let supfFP X `3 1 g 3 1 , where P Y `3 1 , are AR-compacta. Then for every noncompact space X such that X has a compactification c 1 X with Fc 1 X T I we have supfFcX X cX is a compactification of space X with FcX T Ig 3 1 .
Corollary 4. Let F be a monotone dimension function which has the strong Dowker property. Moreover, let for every countable ordinal number there exists an AR-compactum A with FA . Then for every noncompact space X , such that X has a compactification cX with FcX , and for any ordinal number X `3 1 there exists a compactification c X with Fc X . In particular, if 3 1 Á n 1 XXX 3 k Á n k , where n i P N and 1 b XXX b k ! 0 are ordinal numbers, then for every countable ordinal number ! 3 1 1 we have Fc X .
Remark 2. The dimension functions trindY trsndY hY trdim satisfy the conditions of Corollary 4.
For any space X we will denote by PX a closed subset of the space X such that X n PX is the union of all finite-dimensional sets, open in X .
In [Lu1] Luxemburg has proved that 66 vitalij a. chatyrko (***) for any space X with trsnd X T I the set of all homeomorphisms f X X 3 I 3 of the space X to the Hilbert cube I 3 such that the equalities
where F is one of the dimension functions trindY trsndY h, are satisfied contains an everywhere dense set of type G in the space CX Y I 3 X In particular, there exists a compactification cX with FcX FX and PcX PX, where F trindY trsnd or h.
Kimura [Ki] has proved the same for trdim. Let F be one of the dimension functions trindY trsndY trdim or h. Recall (see for example [E] and [B1] for trdim) that if a space X can be represented as the union of two closed subspaces B 1 and B 2 such that FB i ! 3 0 for i 1Y 2 and the subspace B 1 B 2 is finite-dimensional, then FX .
Theorem 4. Let X be a noncompact space with trsnd X T I and F be one of the dimension functions trindY trsndY trdim or h. Then for every countable ordinal number ! FX there exists a compactification c YF X such that Fc YF X .
Proof. Let be a countable ordinal number ! FX and let cX be a compactification of the space X such that FcX FX and PcX PX (see (***)). Consider a point p P cX n X . Observe that there exists an open finitedimensional set U & cX such that p P U. Let A be an AR-compact with FA . Set c YF X KcX n fpgY A. Note that the compactification c YF X of the space X can be represented as the union of two closed subspaces B 1 and B 2 such that FB 1 FA , FB 2 FX and the subspace B 1 B 2 is finite-dimensional. Consequently Fc YF X .
Theorem 1 follows proposition (**), Corollary 4 and Theorem 4. The same statements hold for dimensions trsndY hY trdim (see part 4.).
Examples
Let L be the space of irrational numbers.
Observe
Recall the construction of Smirnov's compacta S Y `3 1 [S] . Let S 0 be the one-point space. Assume that for every ` the compacta S have already been defined. If 1, then we set S 1 S Â I. If is a limit on compactifications of infinite-dimensional spacesordinal number, then let us define S as the one-point compactification of the free sum v ` S , where p is the compactification point. Note that a) if f i g I i1 is a sequence of ordinal numbers such that i`i1 and
, where fbg v I i1 S i is the one-point compactification of the free sum v I i1 S i and b is the compactification point (see [Ch] ).
Let i X L D3 C be an embedding of the space L to the Cantor set C. Denote c 0 L iL C . Let M be the irrational numbers of the interval 0Y 1X Observe that M 9 LX Denote c 1 L I 0Y 1.
It is easy to note that c 0 L is a zero-dimensional compactification of L and Then for every ordinal number `3 1 there exists a space X such that a) FX ; b) for any ordinal number ! there exists a compactification c X with Fc X .
Proof. The spaces X should be chosen from the collection fS Â L X `3 1 g and the compactifications c X can be found in the collection fS Â c L X Y `3 1 g. Recall ( see [Ch] ) that for any countable ordinal numbers #Y " we have
, where is the natural sum of Hessenberg [KM] .
Remark 3. The dimensions trindY h satisfy the conditions of Corollary 5, in particular condition (ii) for trind see [T] , for h - [He1] .
Questions
Recall that for every space X with a) trsndX T I there exists a compactification cX such that trsnd cX trsnd X [Lu1] ; b) hX T I there exists a compactification cX such that hX hcX hX 1 [K] (moreover for every ordinal number : 3 0 `3 1 there exists a space X such that hX and for any compactification cX of the space X we have hcX b [Lu1] ); c) trdim X T I there exists a compactification cX such that trdim cX trdim X [Ki] .
It is interesting to note that there exists a space Y with trdim Y 3 0 1 which has a compactification cY with trdim cY 3 0 [B2] . Recall that for dimension trsnd, which has very similar properties to dimension trdim, the following statement holds:
if X & Y and trsndX , trsndY T I, then trsndX trsndY [Lu2] . In connection with this paper one can pose Problem 1. Let X be a noncompact space, cX be a compactification of the space X and FcX T I, where F is one of the functions trindY trsndY hY trdim. Is it true that for any countable ordinal number ! F cX there exists a compactification c X such that F c X ?
Let us recall [Lu1] here
Luxemburg's conjecture. If X is a space and trind X p, where is a limit ordinal number and p = 0, 1, 2, ..., then there exists a compactification cX ' X such that trind X 2p 1X
